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In addition to
fun,peekabooandother.dfl #

have

ptaytime games
ffi H
brain-boosting powers, #*
writes Marie Teatlter. ffi
Iaying peekaboo with a baby
or toddler comes naturally
to most of us. It's simple, fun,
you use anything on hand,
and our babies love it. Yet, beyond
the fun, there are also important
developmental benefits to playing this
kind of seemingly innocent game.
"To a parent, what may seem
like play is learning to a baby,"
says Priscilla Ip Pui-see, director
of Shichida Hong Kong, an early
learning organisation that focuses on
whole brain development. "It helps
them develop an understanding ofthe
world around them."
"With peekaboo, for example,
you are teaching your baby you are
still there," says Pricilla. 'At around
three to lour months, babies start to
Iearn that objects and people don't
. just magically appear or disappear.
Peekaboo teaches them that objects
can exist even if they can't see them."
Games stimulate a baby so she
can make connections with the
environment and people around her.
These early experiences provide the
basis of the brain's organisational
development as a baby grows, explains
trtta Hiang Lee, principal of SPRING,
an early childhood activity and
education centre. "It's through play
that different skills are developed and.
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refined, including problem solving,
concentration span, and language,
sociai and fine motor skills."
With this in mind, easy-to-set-up
games can be adapted at home into a

daily practice of"educated play".
F{eg* te}

i*arg:

Present your baby with a new toy to
play with and immediately she starts
to learn the new texture, its function,
weight, noise and how it moves
through space. Sensory information
enters baby's brain at every moment,

not only from the eyes and ears, but
also by movement and how the toy
causes the baby to move her body.
It's this understanding of how
psychomotor skills are highly
stimulated through play and
movement that led Anne KnechtBoyeq a special education and
psychomotor skill therapist from
Montreal, to launch a PEKiP school
in Hong Kong.

PEKiP qPrager Eltern Kind
or Prague Parent-Inlant
Program) is a child development
programme aimed at facilitating the
development of babies in the first year,
Programm,

through play and movement.
"Being in a pushchair or carrier
all the time isn't enough to nourish
your baby's brain," Anne says. "But

